
Editions of epigraphical using XML-TEI.
For this purpose, will be established common standards for ancient epigraphical texts with different languages and different writing systems 
as : hieroglyphics, Greek, Latin, Gallic and equally old French. 
Also, as we are an epigraphical community, our necessities are to have a schema shared and interoperable for all the projects and common 
rules as well for a project of Gallic inscriptions as for Titulus, a project of Latin inscriptions from the Middle Ages. An Application like Patri-
monium Editor could be very helpful, because he functions with three major concepts : the localization, the person, the document : element 
which are essentials for us and shared by all the corpora.
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Pictures of projects which are involved in the Cluster 5A
- Titulus (Corpus of the Inscriptions of the Medieval France)
- Graph-East (Inscriptions and graffiti in Latin alphabet in the Eastern Mediterranean, 7th-16th)
- RIIG (Computerized collection of Gallic inscriptions)
- EpiHorrea (Valorization and Exploitation of Epigraphical Data from North-Africa)
- EpiCherchell (Publication of Ancient Epigraphical Texts in Latin and Greek from Cherchell)
- IG Louvre (Greek Inscriptions in the Louvre Museum)
- Hyper-Estampages (Open Platform of Valorization of Squeezes)

Biblissima+ has received government funding managed 
by the National Research Agency as part of the Future 
Investment Programme integrated into France 2030, 
under the reference ANR-21-ESRE-0005.

 
▪ Biblissima+ (Observatory of Written Cultures, from Clay to Print, 2021-2029) 

is a French infrastructure (Equipex+) which federates 16 public institutions and 
a private company. This digital network is divided into 7 clusters bringing 
together researchers, curators and engineers, which are centres of expertise on 
a national scale. Cluster 5 is devoted to the edition of sources using XML-TEI, 
and the Cluster 5A, coordinated by Estelle Ingrand-Varenne (CESCM, Poitiers) 
and Michèle Brunet (HiSoMa, Lyon), focuses on the edition of epigraphical 
texts, from Antiquity to Modern Times.

  See projectS below and beSide

 
Common standards and XmL-tEI

We aim to enhance the EpiDoc schema so that it 
better addresses the semantic interactions between 
artefacts, images and texts. To this end, we compared 
the schemas producted for the group's projects 
dealing with ancient Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Gallic 
and medieval inscribed artifacts, and came up with a 
common schema that will be incorporated into a new 
release of the Patrimonium Editor. This integrated web 
application already fits the requirements of projects 
processing together textual sources with spatial 
and prosopographical material, elements which are 
essentials and shared by all the corpora

PIvot format and thE addItIon of data uPon thE PortaL BIBLIssIma+ 
Finally, the creation of an enriched EpiDoc schema and thesaurus will give rise to a pivot format for integrating epigraphic 
documents into the new Biblissima+ portal, in order to give access to this new kind of data to researchers as well as to 
non-specialists. The Cluster 5A is keen to incorporate all innovations to achieve its objectives. The international Image 
Interoperability Framework based upon Application Programming Interface for images is of particular interest for us as with 
images in very high definition, it allows direct relationships to be created between epigraphic texts and their materiality, 
fostering interoperability and visualization of the text together with its graphic design and iconographic elements.

Hyper-estampages 

https://projet.biblissima.fr/fr

 
an EPIgraPhICaL thEsaurus

The cluster 5A aims to create a multilingual thesaurus 
to collect and conciliate a descriptive vocabulary 
for the common features of epigraphic documents 
across different periods, and to propose equivalence 
between our corpora.This thesaurus will be based  on 
EpiVoc,  a  thesaurus created by M. Brunet with the 
multilingual and multi-hierarchical thesaurus manager 
OpenTheso, conform with ISO 25964-1:2011 and 
ISO 25964-2:2012 and distributed as an opensource 
under the CeCILL_C license. 


